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ABSTRACT

Sound databases is a comfortable means for organization and
storage of the digitized sound material. Three types of sound
databases developed at the Department of Phonetics  of Saint-
Petersburg State University make it possible to handle various
types of sound material used in phonetic research. Their
structural differences are defined by the differences of the units
chosen for storage and description.

Databases of the first type (Sound Archives) are designed
for big corpora. The description of such storage unit refers to the
whole text. The database of the second type (Speech Corpus) is
desighed for the storage of the phonetically balanced material
(text). The storage and description unit in this case is the
syllable. The database of the third type (Allophone Database) is
designed for the storage of all theoretically possible Russian
allophones with the allophone as the storage and description
unit.

1. SOUND ARCHIVE
The database of the first type  designed  for  the storage of sound
realizations of big  corpora, is aimed at  the organization of
valuable archival recordings in the computerized form.
Nowadays such computerized archives are being developed in
many  countries, and they serve mainly for the  storage of the
material rather  than for research (linguistic) purposes.

A special acoustic database has been developed at the
Phonetics Department of Saint Petersburg State University to
provide a quick and easy access to the valuable archival sound
material for any  linguist - a phonetician,  a dialectician , etc.
This system provides storage of and access to the archival
attribution of the sound material (the archival number, time and
genre of the recording, name and age of the performer and  his
nationality, etc.). The researcher can access the text of the
recording, its transcription, various experts’ commentaries and,
what is most important, the digitized sound material itself.
Using the archival attribution the user can find the original of
the recording performed on a wax cylinder or disc or its copy
made on a magnetic tape. He has the opportunity to search for
the recordings which answer his particular requirements (for
example, the place and time of the recording).

Working with the displayed text, its transcription and
commentaries the user can listen to any fragment of the material
he selected: from the whole text and several phrases to one
word. To provide this facility for the user a preliminary
segmentation of the sound file into sentences, phrases, and
phonetic words (accent groups) has been performed. Results of

the segmentation are stored in a special file, the type of a
particular label corresponds to the type of the segmentation of
the sound string: some labels indicate phonetic word (accent
group) boundaries, others are used to mark sentence or phrase
boundaries. The transcription of the text is performed in a
similar way: ‘/’marks a boundary between phrases, ‘//’ is used
to indicate a sentence boundary  when a long pause is present. A
gap between phonetic words signals a boundary. By marking
part of the text for listening the user indicates which fragment
(between boundary labels) of the sound file he wishes to listen
to. The output of the marked fragment can be saved into a
separate sound file for further analysis with the help of any
Sound Editor. Working with the text  the user can enter changes
into the text or its transcription, he can also add his own
commentaries to the material.

In the database of this type the description unit is the text,
and its description is performed via the archival attribution of
the text and experts’ commentaries who analyzed the text.

The acoustic database consists of 20 fields. The first 11
fields are devoted to the archival attribution, the rest are used
for the storage of the file names with special windows  of the
database containing the following information:
– the sonagram of the sound signal;
– the text proper;
– its transcription;
– the translation of the text into another language or a complete
text of the recording, if the database contains only its fragment;
– commentaries to the text;
– dialectological commentary;
– musicological  commentary;
– phonetic commentary;
– general commentary.

Text files are presented in the Windows ANSI (Text Only)
format; sound files are saved in the 16 bit Raw PCM format at
16 KHz sample rate. The database software is written in ANSI
C.

Figure 1 shows the view of the database with fragments  of
the archival attribution (the archival number of the original
recording, the performer’ name and age, the place of the
recording), the text in the orthographic form and its
transcription.

The facilities of this database were used for the
organization and study of Zhirmunsky’s collection of old
recordings from the Sound Archive of the Institute of the
Russian Literature (Pushkinsky Dom). This archive contains
recordings of  the German folklore, made in the 20-s and 30-s
in Russia.
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Fig. 1. Sound Data Base for Archival Sound Recordings.

In collaboration with The Sound Archive of the Institute of
the Russian Literature (Pushkinsky Dom) Zhirmunsky’s
collection of old recordings, as well as other materials from the
Sound Archive of the Pushkinsky Dom, such as ‘Tales of the
Russian North’ and ‘Poetic Folklore of the Russian North
(lamentations)’ included  in the Database were published on CD
ROM. Thus the invaluable archival sound material was
transferred on modern sound carries and made accessible for  a
wide range of researchers.

At present this Database is used  in the NWO project
“Voices from the Shtetl” and in the INTAS project  “Sound
Archives on the World Wide Web with Sound Recordings from
Saint-Petersburg Collections” (Project Nr. 1705). The aim of the
INTAS project is to provide access to the archival sound
material  for  the researchers via  the INTERNET.

2. SPEECH CORPUS
The second type of the Database is designed for the storage of
the phonetically  representative sound material (the text).The
storage and the description unit in this case is the syllable. The
description includes a graphical representation of the syllable in
the text, an ideal phonemic (broad) and phonetic (narrow)
transcription, a real transcription, statistical characteristics,
peculiarities of the syllable realization connected with the
prosodic position and the name of the sound file in which the
syllable is stored.

The user can listen to the whole text or any fragment of the
text, though not shorter than the syllable. At present part of the
sound material from the Phonetic Fund of the Russian Language
is included into this Database, namely, a phonetically repre-
sentative text, composed of 200 most frequently occurring
Russian syllables in all possible rhythmic positions. The input
text has been recorded from four speakers (2 male and 2 female
speakers), representing Moscow and  St.Petersburg pronuncia-
tion  standards.

The user working with this database has the following
facilities:
– he can find all the realizations of the syllable in the text, using
its graphical representation or transcription;
– using graphical representation  of the selected fragment,  he
can get its transcription  and  sound output  in the realization of
the  indicated speaker(s).

To provide the possibility for the audio output of the
selected fragment  and obtaining its transcription the following
preliminary procedures were performed. The input text was
segmented into open syllables, each syllable was saved as a
separate file; the file name contains the ordinal number of the
syllable in the text. The text in the orthographic form
independent of the speaker’s realization was used as the
invariant. The audio output of the selected fragment comes as a
result of the formation of the sound stream from the sound files
in the order they appear in the text. The transcription of the
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fragment is formed in a similar way: transcriptions of the
syllables which  form the fragment (in the order they appear in
the orthographic text ) are taken from  the corresponding fields
in the database. The audio output of the fragment can be saved
into a sound file for further analysis of the acoustic
characteristics.

The sound material  is recorded  in 16 bit Raw PCM
format at 20 KHz sample rate. The Database was created using
MS Access 2.0.

Figure 2  shows a real transcription of the  first four
sentences of the phonetically representative text.

Figure2. Real phonetic transcription of the fragment from the phonetically representative text in the realization of a male speaker
(Moscow pronunciation standard)

The use of the material from this Database has made it possible
to acquire new data about the allophonic realization of the
Russian phonemes  in different phrasal positions [1].

New sound material, demonstrating phonetic interference,
is now being introduced  into the Database: the Russian phoneti-
cally representative text in the realization  of Bulgarian, Finnish,
American English, Korean, etc. speakers of Russian. The data-
base itself is now optimized in such a way as to use a phrase as
an additional  storage and description unit.

3. ACOUSTIC DATA BASE OF RUSSIAN
ALLOPHONES

This Database is designed  for the storage of the inventory of all
theoretically possible Russian allophones. The description and
storage unit is the allophone. The formation principle of this
Database is described in [2]. The position of the allophone with
regard to stress, its right and left context is included into the
description of the allophone.

The sound material is represented in the 16 bit Raw PCM
format at 16 KHz sample rate. The Database software is written
in ANSI C.

The software initially developed for the work with this
Database has made it possible not only to listen to and analyze

selected allophones, but also to compile any word and phrase
using them. A number of  listening experiments has been carried
out in order to test the degree of tolerance of physical
parameters of each vowel and consonant allophone to its
inappropriate right and left contexts. These experiments enabled
us to define the necessary inventory of allophones, sufficient for
the high quality Russian text-to-speech synthesis [3]. At present
the Database includes 3300  allophones of the Russian
consonants and vowels.  The results of the experiments showed
that the reduction of the number  of allophones to 2000  units
does not affect the quality of the synthesized speech.

To make the research more efficient the Database was
connected to the automatic transcriber and the automatic
Russian text-to-speech synthesis system. It considerably
facilitated the experimental work and led to the new data about
the sound system of Russian. First of all, the inventory of
allophones used for high quality text-to-speech was  verified.

As a result of the research the allophones of voiceless and
voiced  consonants preceding the sonant  were included into the
list. A vowel which may appear before a sonant realizes the
distinctive features of the preceding consonant, which is
particularly important for the perception of stops. Acoustic and
perceptual characteristics of a closure can not differentiate stop
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consonants, therefore the preservation of the inserted vowel
which contains the characteristics of noise burst facilitates the
perceptual identification of these consonants in synthesized
speech.
 The experiments show that the onset of the Russian velar
fricative [x] retains the acoustic information of the preceding
vowel. Very often this information influences the perception of
the vowel + [x] combination more than the acoustic
characteristics of the vowel proper. Thus the acoustic
information  of [i] present at the onset of the fricative affect the
correct identification of other vowels , say [a] or [u] , in the
combination of  [x]+[a] or [x]+[u].

The experiments show that the acoustic characteristics of
the Russian trill [r] are defined by its vocalic context and are
independent of its consonantal environment. It means that the
transcription, reflecting physical realization of the /r/ allophone
should include the indication to the context which this allophone
was excised from.

The experiments confirmed that in stop consonant pairs,
differing in one feature only, namely, palatalized vs non-
palatalized distinction, it is possible to indicate this feature for
the first consonant in the combination only by describing (in
transcription) the acoustic properties of the vowel preceding this
combination. For example,  the word combination  /matj tam/
(the mother is there) is pronounced like [mait:am]. The
experiments revealed that this rule can be extended to the
combinations of fricative consonants as well. For example, in
/YMH6M 6RONDYDMD/ (a silky thing), [YMHL6:RON�Y�,@  the use of one
long non-palatalized consonant [6:] instead of the combination of
two different consonants /6M6/, results in a more natural
realization from the perceptual point of view. The perception of
the palatalized first consonant was provided only by the acoustic
properties of the preceding vowel.
 A flexible automatic transcriber which has recently  been
developed at the Phonetics Department of Saint-Petersburg
University provides the possibility for the user not only to enter
changes into the “from letter to sound”- and “from phoneme to
allophone”- conversion rules, but also to establish which
allophones should be used for the formation of the synthetic
speech flow [4]. The connection of the allophonic database to
this transcriber will make it possible to generate sound
sequences  reflecting various deviations from the pronunciation
standard – from dialectal speech and regional accents to social
dialects.

Statistical data on the acoustic characteristics of the
Russian vowels in various rhythmic positions and phonetic
contexts obtained from the corpus of material from the database
of Russian allophones have made it possible to model the FI and
FII behavior depending on the phonetic environment of the
vowel.  As a result of the connection of the automatic transcriber
to the obtained models ideal formant  trajectories of the vowels
in an arbitrarily chosen text were automatically calculated. The
first experiments aimed at comparing the calculated acoustic
characteristics of the vowels from the allophonic database with
real vowels which were excised from the same words in the
same phrases recorded from several speakers revealed their
great similarity [5].

Further research in  this direction will  help to formalize inter-
speaker variability of the acoustic characteristics of speech
sounds  and, secondly, to increase  the accuracy of the automatic
transcriber particularly in modeling substandard realizations.

4. CONCLUSION
Our experience in the application of  the acoustic databases in
experimental-phonetic studies shows that such organization of
the phonetic material facilitates the experimental work
considerably and  adds to the efficiency of phonetic research.
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